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About

Thomas Dellys is a Young designer and Artist. After a 2 year technical 
degree in product design from Jean Monnet High School in Les Her-
biers, he graduated from the Ecole Europeene Superieur D’art de Bre-
tagne de Rennes With a major in design. Thomas practises his craft in 
his studio since 2011.

Experimentation, materials, the importance of user experience are 
themes he approaches in his projects, ranging from scenography, furni-
ture to objects.

He continues to experiment on his favourite themes of work. He fa-
vours staying close to craft when working with materials, hacking the 
habitual practices and allowing unpredictability in order to reveal the 
inherent qualities of the materials he uses. 

www.thomasdellys.fr



About

2016
// Workshop on public space theme at l’Ecole Européenne Supérieur d’Art de Bretagne in Brest
// «Tohu-Bohu» design training for teenagers at FRAC Bretagne (Rennes)
// Exhibition scenography of «Puis la nuit tombe» by Thomas Cartron at Architecture House of Normandie (Rouen)
// «Nos Années Sauvages - Insurection» Scenography. Staging by  Alexandre Dain, Dramaturgy  by Corinne Meyniel, 
Artistic direction by Thomas Cartron and Sylvain Wavrant.
// Open Space Furniture for Le Loft coworking space (Rennes)
// Design teacher at l’Ecole de Design Nantes Atlantique
// Interior design teacher at MJM in Rennes

2015
// Solo show «Hours» at Ubi (Rouen) 
// interior design of Ubi’s window (Rouen)
// Collective exhibition «Design(s)» at Galerie Albert Bourgeois. (Fougères) 
// «Nos Années Sauvages n°4» Scenography at MJC du Grand Cordel (Rennes) and at Ubi (Rouen)

2014
// Collective exhibition «Papier Matière à créer» at Galerie Albert Bourgeois. (Fougères)
// Furniture for CRIJ Rennes with Prism Organism

2013
// Collective exhibition «Millefeuille» at Galerie Hélène Bailly. (Paris) 
// Solo show «Bout de camp» at Galerie DMA. (Rennes) 
// Collective exhibition « Jardins Secrets, Jardins Sensibles » at Domaine de la Roche Jagu. 
// «Nos Années Sauvages n°3» Scenography at Bon Acceuil (Rennes)
// «Bout de camp» presentation during Pecha Kucha in Nantes.
// «Bout de camp» presentation during « La goutée» and «la dînée» microfinance events.

2012
// Designer assistant of François Dumas (Amsterdam) 
// Designer assistant intern of Valerian Goalec (Bruxelles)
// «Nos Années Sauvages n°2» Scenography at Delkographik (Rennes)
// «Nos Années Sauvages n°1» at Phakt Centre Culturel Colombier (Rennes) and Recyclart (Bruxelles)
// Exhibition of Front Project during « Jardins, Jardin » at Parc des Tuileries (Paris) 
// Collective exhibition «L’aventure c’est l’aventure» at Galerie du 48 / Superstrat (Rennes)

2011
// Collective Exhibition «Objet(s) Design n°7» at Le Village, Art Center

2010
// Project manager for Design student’s from Ecole Européenne Supérieur d’Art de Bretagne of Rennes during 
«Jardins, Jardin» at Parc des Tuileries (Paris)  
// Project manager for Design student’s from Ecole Européenne Supérieur d’Art de Bretagne of Rennes during 
Biennale de St Étienne 2010 

2007-2009 
// Designer assistant of Erwan Mevel during «Le Grand Tour» at Galerie DMA (Rennes) with Antoinette Parrault 
(designer) and Briac Leprêtre (artist)
// Interior design of Galerie Delkographik (Rennes)
// French design institute Design price during Salon du Végétal d’Angers. 



Hours

« Hours » is a vase series in which every vaseis a unique piece.

Every noe of them is made in earthenware by casting for a wooden 
turned base.  The inside is traditionnaly enameled but the exterior is 
left raw to permit colour mixture to penetrate in it. 
Every vase has a diffenrent colour mixture to colorize it,  and every 
timing is diferent, this is why every vase is unique. Finally they are var-
nished with polyurethane to keep he color on it and have a waterproof 
surface. 

Available on : http://thomasdellys.fr/shop

Photo ©Thomas Cartron and  ©Marion Mochet

http://www.thomasdellys.fr/shop
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Hours

Four Hours Vase - Orange
Earthenware. 2015



Hours



Hours

Zero Hours Vase - White
Earthenware. 2015



Hours

Vase Four Hours - Bleu Petrol 
Faïence. 2015

Vase Six Hours - Violet
Faïence. 2015

Vase One Hour - Vert Emeraude
Faïence. 2015

Vase Eight Hours - Rouge
Faïence. 2015



Hours

Half an Hours Vase -Emeraude 
Green

Earthenware. 2015



Hours

Vase Nine Hours - Violet + Rouge
Faïence. 2015

Vase Ten Seconds - Bleu Petrol
Faïence. 2015

Vase Five hours Crenelé - Bleu Roy
Faïence. 2015

Vase One Hour - Bleu Roy
Faïence. 2015



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»

«Puis la nuit tombe» is an exhibition of Thomas Cartron
at the «Maison de l’Architecture de Normandie - Le Forum» during the 
« Festival Normandie Impressionniste 2016.»

The scenography is wondering about landscape and it’s conteplation.
The picture series named «Les Luciolles» is printed on plexiglass, then 
framed in back-lit boxes by leds. The whole picture instalation is given 
rhythme by the breathing leds. 
In order to cntemplate those lighting landscape boxesand their light 
breath, a twenty meter long bench traveling in th e gallery, taking the 
public bench codes.  
This bench have been thank to be part of this special exhibition space 
and conbine a display part to present the exhibtion catalogue and the 
seating part. 

Exhibition Catalogue : Atelier Tout Va Bien

With the Help of : 

Time and Place Editions - MAM Galerie - Le Ministère de la Culture et 
de la Communication - La Région Normandie - Rouen Métropole - Le 
Département Seine Maritime - Le Département de L’Eure - La Ville de 
Rouen - La Ville de Caen - La Ville du Havre .

 Photographies © Thomas Cartron



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»

«Les Lucioles»



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»

Display part to consult the catalogue made by  L’Atelier Tout Va Bien.



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»

Seating part of the bench to look at artworks.



«Puis  la nuit  tombe»

 «Colour Ending»



JPN Stool

JPN stool is made of two materials. One part is made of a dibond pa-
nel, a composit material made of aluminium and polyethylen. It have a 
blachk shinny finition wich permit to contrast with the pinewood parts 
used as base and seat of the stool.This Dibon part is milled and folded 
to be used as stool’s structure.

Pinewod parts are burned with a traditionnal Japanese technic named 
Shu Sougi Ban, wich permit to have various finishes and to preserve 
the wood for years. It permits to turn each JPN stool as unique piece. 
Those parts are varnished with Polyurethane to prevent any coal mark.

Each JPN stool is made by hand in Brittany with Local craftmens for the 
milling parts and with local Douglas Pinewood. 

Dimensions : 

Height : 45 cm 
Diameter : 30 cm
Material : Dibond and Burned pinewood  

Available on demand. www.thomasdellys.fr



JPN Stool



JPN Stool

JPN Stool
Dibond and Pinewood. 2016



JPN Stool



Bout de camp

Bout de Camp is a pop up hotel, a short-lived camp inside the DMA 
Gallery. It have been realised with Thomas Joly.

All the materials used have been found less than 100km around the gal-
lery.  Cardboard tube, polypropylene strings, cork, ash sticks, corian and 
dibond have been used to create all the furniture, shower equipment, 
kitchen and its tools. Every furniture and object is handmade and needs 
no srew, no glue and no nails.

The exhibtion offered the possibilities to book nights into the gallery 
or to take time during the day to read books from our temporary li-
brairy made by self published books. All the books have been loaned by 
the publishers and they were essentially talking about art and design. 



Bout de camp



Bout de camp

Bout de camp’s kitchen.
Corian, ashtree, carboard, polypropylene string. 

2012



Bout de camp



Bout de camp

Bout de camp window by night.
2012



Bout de camp



Bout de camp

Broom Armchair
Ashtree, carboard, polypropylene string. 2012



Bout de camp



Bout de camp

Serge Lamp
Ashtree, cork, polypropylene string. 2012



Bout de camp



Nos Années Sauvages

Born at the instigation of Thomas Cartron and Sylvain Wavrant, «Nos 
Années Sauvages» is a multidisciplinary setting project root in an intrin-
sic theme to the man : his animal part.

With as central point, the publication of an aperiodic magazine. «Nos 
Années Sauvages» aims to be a studying tool of human nature as well as 
a reflection of the young plastic creation. Every new magazine deepens 
the thinking from photos, texts, illustrations, and the emphasis of the 
work of young artists having a particular link with this animal theme.

Every new opus is pretext to be organized one evening of launch, ques-
tioning the limits between exhibition, installation, performance, parade, 
concert... Events allowing to group the numerous young talents who 
shape this project in each of its stages.



Nos Années Sauvages

Nos Années Sauvages - 1 / Prologue : Apprivoiser Launch at Delkographik - Rennes



Nos Années Sauvages



Nos Années Sauvages

Nos Années Sauvages - 2  / Acte I : Domestiquer Launch at Recyclart - Bruxelles.



Nos Années Sauvages



Nos Années Sauvages

Nos Années Sauvages - 3 / Épilogue : Achever Launch at Le Bon Acceuil - Rennes



Nos Années Sauvages



Nos Années Sauvages

Nos Années Sauvages - 4 / Résurrection Launch at 
Grand Cordel - Rennes



Nos Années Sauvages

Nos Années Sauvages - 5 / Insurrection Launch at Ecole Victor Hugo - Rouen



Nos Années Sauvages



Kouign

Kouign is a furniture series made for interior design of a coworking place  
named Le Loft in Rennes. The series contain seating ,desk, high tables and 
sides tables, and a welcome desk. 

Furnitures are made from plywood and polyurethan foam and resin. Every 
seating is made with polyurethan foam to have confort on the main parts, 
This foam is liquid and casted by hands, letting chance choose the final form 
of every seating and chair back. 

Photo  ©Marion Mochet
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Kouign

Kouign Chair - Yellow Fluo
Plywood and polyurethane foam.. 

2016
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Kouign

Kouign Stool - Yellow Fluo
Plywood and polyurethane foam.

2016
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Kouign

Those parts are the table’s feet systeme. Handmade and handcasted, they’re 
made from polyurethan resin melted with the same fluo colorant than the 
seating.



Kouign

Kouign Side table - Yellow Fluo
Plywood and polyurethane resin.

2016
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Kouign

Kouign Stool ang High tables.
Plywood and polyurethane foam and resin.

2016



Kouign



Kouign

The mean casted  parts of every tables are composed by a fixation platen,  
a foot tip and a connecting part to triangulate feet on high tables.  



Kouign



Kouign

Welcome desk.
Plywood and polyurethane resin.

2016



Kouign



Retro Futur

Experiment on Concrete Canva, this 
material is a textil full of concrete used 
by Britain Army to create emergency 
shelter. 

Formal and esthetique research, 
presented at Biennale de St Etienne 
2010. 



Retro futur



Christ ian

Christian est une corbeille éco-conçue.

«Christian» is handmade from cork and recycled rubber.
It’s made from one pattern wich permit easily to have four diferents forms. It 
permits to users to  convert it  according to his desires. 

« Christian » is a fruit basket, a desk tray or every use that you want to give 
it to. The material and the snap buttons had different colors finitions. Avai-
lable in two dimensions 15 cm and 30 cm.

Coloris : 
- Natural
- Black
- White
- Red

Available on : http://thomasdellys.fr/shop

Photo ©Marion Mochet 

http://www.thomasdellys.fr/shop
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Christ ian

Christian Black - Big and small
Cork and recycled rubber. 2015



Christ ian



Christ ian

Christian White - small model
Cork and recycled rubber. 2015



Christ ian



Christ ian

Christian Blue Phenüm - Small model
Cork and recycled rubber. 2015



Christ ian

Patnership with the breton brand Phenüm.

Based in Brest, Phenüm is an french artistic label editing clothes and accesories in limited editions. 
For our collaboration we decide to use this deep blue beloved by Phenüm inluctably inspired by ocean.
Fully handmade in Rennes, Brittany and composed by the same elements than the classic version. 
Limited edition of 25 units. 



Lake

Lake is an entrey console with variable dimensions. 

It offers a receptacle for your everyday life’s objects and a secret 
drawer to tidy up your more precious effects. 

Lake is playing on opposite finishing with a black shinny recess on a 
matt black structure. Dimensions are 80cm x 30cm x 8,5cm but can be 
easily adjusted. 
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Lake

Secret drawer.  
Matt Black lackered wood. 2011



Lake



www.thomasdellys.fr

 
hello@thomasdellys.fr

+33 (0)659 053 003

2016


